
MISCELLANEOUS

Application Note 5416: Using the TR Absolute Encoder, ZE-
65-M

This application note describes the use of TR Electronic Absolute
Encoders with Galil Optima Series Controllers.  The specific model, ZE-
65-M is discussed but this note is generally applicable to other TR
Electronic Encoders.  Only the encoder interface is described and not the
setup procedure for the encoder.

The TR Electronic Encoder maintains absolute position internally even
when power is removed.  The connections from the encoder to the
controller are standard differential line drivers, A+, A-, B+, and B-.  In
addition to these connections, the encoder has a digital input that
commands the encoder to send out the number of quadrature pulses for the
current position.  In this manner, the encoder can very quickly send out the
current absolute position.  Once the absolute position is set, the controller
can enable the motor and continue to operate with the quadrature feedback
from the encoder.

The encoder may operate on voltages between 11 and 27 volts.  The
12Volts on the controller may be used for the encoder power or a separate
power supply may be used.  If more than one TR encoder is to be used,
Galil must make a slight modification to the controller to provide additional
current - consult Galil regarding this modification.  The interface also
requires the use of the ICM-1900-OPTOHC or ICM-2900-OPTOHC.
This option provides the proper output capability to interface to the
encoder.

Here is the recommended connections to the ICM-2900 or ICM-1900:

ICM-1900-OPTOHC ICM-2900-OPTOHC TR ENCODER
XLATCH (57) XLATCH (BLOCK 14) LOAD OUPUT 11-27 VDC (8)
OUT1(66) OUT1 (BLOCK 8) LOAD INPUT 11-27 VDC (7)
+MAX (83) +MAX (BLOCK 20) A (1)
-MAX (84) -MAX (BLOCK 20) A NEG (2)
+MBX (85) +MBX (BLOCK 20) B (3)
-MBX (86) -MBX (BLOCK 20) B NEG (4)
GND (89) GND (BLOCK 23) 0 VDC (12)
+12V (111) +12V (BLOCK 15) 11-27 VDC (11)



Here is a simple program to reset the X axis position if the TR encoder is
connected to the X axis:

#SETPOSX

ABX

MOX

WT1000

DP 0

SB1

WT100

CB1

#WAIT

JP#WAIT,@IN[1]<>1

MG "THE CURRENT POSITION IS: ",_TPX

EN


